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Updated after the jump with additional information
about the change in curriculum.

A class action lawsuit alleging fraud is currently

pending against Le Cordon Bleu in Pasadena, which is

owned by the Culinary School of California, a

subsidiary of the Career Education Corporation (CEC).

The suit claims the school leads prospective students

to believe they'll become chefs, but that the vast

majority of them graduate unable to obtain that

position.

According to the claim, Le Cordon Bleu's marketing

strategy reels in students with "become a chef"

advertising and the promise that "a very high

percentage, (80% to 90%) of its graduates are placed."

However, the claim goes on to say that "those statistics

do not relate to 'chef' jobs, but to prep and line cook

jobs, and other low wage jobs, available without a

culinary degree." It continues that "virtually all" students take on financial aid in order to

enroll, then are stuck with student loans they'll never be able to pay off, since Le Cordon

Bleu does not adequately train them to obtain high-paying jobs in the culinary field.

When asked about these charges, Jeff Leshay, Senior Vice President of Corporate

Communications and Public Relations at CEC, said, "We believe this lawsuit has no merit

and the claims are ill-founded, and we intend to defend against it."

The case against Le Cordon Bleu in Pasadena was filed in 2008, and is not the first bout of

criticism the CEC has faced. Back in 2007, SF Weekly talked to both CEC students as well

as former admissions officers who agreed that students were misled about what kinds of

jobs they would be able to get upon graduating. There's also a similar class action suit

against the Western Culinary Institute, another CEC school in Portland, which was filed in

2008 as well.

The company owns more than 90 campuses worldwide, 18 of which are culinary schools.
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The company owns more than 90 campuses worldwide, 18 of which are culinary schools.

Leshay told us, "We stand by the reputation of the institution; it has a strong reputation as

a global leader in culinary education."

One possible source of unrest among students may have stemmed from the CEC's decision

to change Le Cordon Bleu's curriculum in late 2007. Students went from spending 5 hours

in the kitchen per day for 6 weeks (and 2 hours per day in a classroom) to spending just

three weeks total in the kitchen per term. The school resumed a 6-week term schedule in

May of this year. Over the course of several conversations, Squid Ink asked Leshay if there

was any change in tuition and/or credits received during this time, but was not able to

obtain an answer.

Update: Per Leshay, the credits required dropped to 90 from 101 during 3-week terms,

while tuition remained essentially the same. While students spent 150 hours in the kitchen

during 6-week terms, Leshay was not able to confirm how many hours were spent in the

kitchen during 3-week sessions.

So is this fraud? Could you sue Harvard if you thought it didn't adequately prepare you to

obtain a high-paying job? Is suing a culinary school or a trade school any different? Weigh

in below.
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